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Given a nonlinear discreteGiven a nonlinear discrete--time dynamical system:time dynamical system:

driven by:driven by:

with:with:

develop an analytical model reduction method based on the develop an analytical model reduction method based on the 
computation of an invariant manifold that would lead to reducedcomputation of an invariant manifold that would lead to reduced--
order system dynamics:order system dynamics:

Discrete time index

Analytic vector functions

Equilibrium point

ProblemProblem formulationformulation



-- dynamics may represent:dynamics may represent:
Input/Disturbance modelInput/Disturbance model
The autonomous dynamics of an upstream processThe autonomous dynamics of an upstream process
Dynamics associated with a timeDynamics associated with a time--varying process parameter vector              varying process parameter vector              
that models phenomena such as catalyst deactivation, enzymatic athat models phenomena such as catalyst deactivation, enzymatic activity ctivity 
degradation, heat transfer coefficient changes, etc.degradation, heat transfer coefficient changes, etc.

The class of problem under consideration naturally surfaces in:The class of problem under consideration naturally surfaces in:
System/Process condition monitoring (scheduling of possible replSystem/Process condition monitoring (scheduling of possible replacement acement 
activities of the catalyst or enzyme)activities of the catalyst or enzyme)
Dynamic system analysis: A framework for the study of the dynamiDynamic system analysis: A framework for the study of the dynamic response c response 
of driven systems/processes; skew product systems.of driven systems/processes; skew product systems.

The The contextcontext



Under certain conditions, the proposed approach allows the explicit 
construction of an invariant manifold, upon which the restriction of 
the system dynamics leads to a  reduced-order representation of the 
system dynamics in state space (model - reduction).

Under the proposed problem formulation, the new method is based 
on a fairly general set of assumptions

It is technically based on methods and results from nonlinear 
functional equations theory

The The proposedproposed approachapproach



For the map                                       to be renderedFor the map                                       to be rendered
invariant under the discreteinvariant under the discrete--time dynamics      , the time dynamics      , the 
following system of nonlinear functional equations (following system of nonlinear functional equations (NFEsNFEs) ) 
must be satisfied:must be satisfied:

A system of     nonlinear functional equations with    A system of     nonlinear functional equations with    
dependent and      independent variables.dependent and      independent variables.

The The proposedproposed approachapproach



If:If:
The The eigenvalueseigenvalues of                         of                         all lie in the all lie in the PoincarPoincaréé
domain (within the unit disc)domain (within the unit disc)

The The eigenvalueseigenvalues of                         of                         are not are not 

related to the related to the eigenvalueseigenvalues of         through any equation of the following form:of         through any equation of the following form:

with        being nonwith        being non--negative integers such thatnegative integers such that

Then, there exists a neighborhood                of             Then, there exists a neighborhood                of             and a unique and a unique 
and locally analytic map                                        and locally analytic map                                        such that:such that:

is an invariant manifold, with                       being the sis an invariant manifold, with                       being the solution to the olution to the 
associated system of associated system of NFEsNFEs..

Main Main resultsresults



Assume that matrix                             has stable Assume that matrix                             has stable eigenvalueseigenvalues..

There exists a neighborhood       of                            There exists a neighborhood       of                            and real and real 
number                   such that, if                          number                   such that, if                          
then:then:

Remark 1: Remark 1: All trajectories starting at a point sufficiently close to the All trajectories starting at a point sufficiently close to the 
origin (equilibrium point) are attracted to the invariant manifoorigin (equilibrium point) are attracted to the invariant manifold      . ld      . 
Therefore, the reducedTherefore, the reduced--order system dynamics is represented by:order system dynamics is represented by:

Remark 2:Remark 2: It can be shown that under certain conditions, the It can be shown that under certain conditions, the 
proposed approach offers explicitly the systemproposed approach offers explicitly the system’’s stable manifolds stable manifold

Main Main resultsresults



Method:Method:
Expand                                in multivariate Taylor serExpand                                in multivariate Taylor seriesies
Expand the unknown solution               in Taylor seriesExpand the unknown solution               in Taylor series
Match the Taylor coefficients of the same order on both sides ofMatch the Taylor coefficients of the same order on both sides of the the 
associated system of associated system of NFEsNFEs

Recursions Formulas:Recursions Formulas:
TensorialTensorial notation leads to a compact mathematical representationnotation leads to a compact mathematical representation
LinearLinear with respect to the Taylor coefficients of the unknown solutionwith respect to the Taylor coefficients of the unknown solution

The series solution method can be easily implemented with the aiThe series solution method can be easily implemented with the aid d 
of a simple MAPLE code.of a simple MAPLE code.

SeriesSeries solution solution methodmethod



withwith
If               and                            (e.g. the catalyIf               and                            (e.g. the catalyst deactivation st deactivation 
dynamics is slower than the process dynamics due to poisoning dynamics is slower than the process dynamics due to poisoning 
((FoglerFogler 1992)), then by solving recursion       :1992)), then by solving recursion       :

Applying the proposed approach, the following functional equatioApplying the proposed approach, the following functional equation n 
needs to be solved:needs to be solved:
All assumptions are satisfied and the solution is given by:All assumptions are satisfied and the solution is given by:

The linear result is naturally reproducedThe linear result is naturally reproduced

Case of the Case of the linearlinear processprocess



Immobilized enzymatic continuous stirred tank bioreactor for theImmobilized enzymatic continuous stirred tank bioreactor for the
production of food grade production of food grade linoleiclinoleic acid from corn oil (acid from corn oil (SehanputriSehanputri and and 
Hill 1999).Hill 1999).

Dynamic process model:Dynamic process model:

DiscreteDiscrete--time dynamic process model (Eulertime dynamic process model (Euler’’s method)s method)

where        is the timewhere        is the time--discretizationdiscretization stepstep

Case Case studystudy



Define deviation variables:Define deviation variables:

with respect to the reference equilibrium point:with respect to the reference equilibrium point:

and denote:and denote:

Case Case studystudy



Nonlinear functional equation:Nonlinear functional equation:

Up to N=10 series truncation orders were considered leading up tUp to N=10 series truncation orders were considered leading up to o 
tenthtenth--order Taylor polynomial approximations of the actual solutionorder Taylor polynomial approximations of the actual solution
computed through a MAPLE codecomputed through a MAPLE code

ReducedReduced--order system dynamics for a truncation order N:order system dynamics for a truncation order N:

Case Case studystudy



Case Case studystudy



Case Case studystudy



Case Case studystudy



A new model-reduction method for a class of nonlinear 
discrete-time dynamical systems realized through the 
explicit construction of an  invariant manifold is proposed

On a theoretical level the proposed approach is:On a theoretical level the proposed approach is:
Conceptually founded on the notion of invarianceConceptually founded on the notion of invariance
Technically based on methods and results from nonlinear Technically based on methods and results from nonlinear 
functional equations theoryfunctional equations theory

On a practical level, the proposed method can be easily On a practical level, the proposed method can be easily 
implemented with the aid of a symbolic software package implemented with the aid of a symbolic software package 
such as MAPLE.such as MAPLE.

ConclusionsConclusions


